
 

R4i Gold Plus Firmware Download _VERIFIED_

if you haven't done any rts cfw for a long time, you should make sure you have a backup system,
patch and update this card from time to time, so that your card won't be damaged (my card was

sooo damaged and the only way i can make my card work again is factory reset). always remember
to make a factory reset, whenever you update to a new version of you r4i gold 3ds, make sure you
make a factory reset after update. i also suggest that you get a microsd card with space for game
files. there are plenty of space on a card on left side, just make sure your cart will not be damaged

when the card is over installed, for example, there will be a deep to corner where you can't put your
card (the bottom of both left corners, the bottom of both the rear corners), these are damage risk

spots for your cart. the r4 3ds initially comes with a stock r4 system and kernel files. there is no point
in downloading any files except the system files because the only reason you would download these
files is if you want to flash a custom system - which you obviously don't as they are the system files.

(for the sake of discussion we will assume that you just want to flash a custom kernel and not to
install system files.) however, if you do want to flash a custom kernel to your r4, you will have to

download these files before flashing the kernel, or be forced to update the r4 via the internet. note
that the r4 flashcart does not support r4 2.4.0 , or any of its prior versions. the system firmware

version reported by r4i software when probing for the r4 system is 2.2.0, and this firmware version is
also supported on the r4 flashcart.
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R4i Gold Plus Firmware Download

our latest firmware for our r4 3ds
rts now fully supports the

nintendo3ds 4.2.09 update, as
well as the very newest1.44

(1.4.4 update) for the nintendo
dsiand nintendo dsi xl console.
it's out best firmware yet. with
better game support, and more
compatibility for even the latest
consoles. the r4 3ds continues to
prove that it is by far one of the

best cards we have made
available. with constant updates
and upgrades - and more often
than not - this card simply just
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works out of the box - without
any issues or any need for

firmware updates at all. we have
all of the different firmware files

available. after the flashing
operation will be completed, the
r4i gold plus device will restart

and first thing up will be the
original boot menu, then game

boot menu, image, memory card
will appear and the original boot
menu will keep on blinking.now
press the home button to return
to first screen of your system, to
load the r4i gold plus firmware,

insert boot menu into the system
by holding home button at the
same time, the r4i gold plus
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firmware will start to load
automatically. here is the link for

my 3ds (3ds emu4g2 with r4i
gold) and i can confirm that my
wireless is working, but i haven't
tested the serial number, don't
know what will be required for

the serial number. further, i had
to "update" my firmware to the

latest version i believe by
downloading the latest version

from the link above.here are the
steps i took to install the

firmware:- downloaded the latest
version from https://www.r4ids.c
om/firmware/update/- converted

to and extracted into the
directory- extracted
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"000873fe.bin" from the
firmware.zip file- logged into ds
emu4g2 and copied the newly

extracted.bin file to the ds
emu4g2 directory- ran ds

emu4g2, and when i started the
emulator, it asked for a new

firmware. 5ec8ef588b
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